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Abstract: Ultra-fast charging infrastructures are gaining increasing interest thanks to their ability to
reduce the charging-time of plug-in electric vehicles to values comparable to those of the refueling
of traditional vehicles in gas stations. This is a consequence of the increasing rated power of both
on-board batteries and charging equipment. On the other hand, the increased values of charging
power have led to an increased impact on the power distribution networks, particularly in terms
of line currents and bus voltages. In presence of large penetration of ultra-fast charging devices,
in fact, both currents and voltages are affected by larger variations whose values can exceed the
admissible limits imposed by the technical constraints and by the levels of quality of service. In order
to reduce the impact of this typology of vehicles’ charging on the electrical infrastructure, in this paper
a methodology is presented which allows managing a microgrid in presence of ultra-fast charging
stations by satisfying the constraints of the grid, while preserving the expected short charging-time for
electric vehicles. To this end, a proper optimal strategy is proposed which coordinates the demands
of electric vehicles and of the other loads of the microgrid with the power provided by the renewable
energy generation resources. The proposed approach aims to optimally control the active and reactive
power of charging stations and renewable generation units and to minimize the charging time of a
fleet of plug-in electric vehicles while satisfying the constraints on the technical aspects and on the
quality of service. The proposed approach has been tested on a test system and the results, proposed
in the last part of the paper, demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed approach.

Keywords: ultra-fast charging station; extreme fast charging; plug-in electric vehicle; microgrid;
real-time scheduling; optimal scheduling

1. Introduction

Thanks to their ability to provide a refueling capability similar to that of traditional
combustion engine vehicles, ultra-fast charging (UFC) infrastructures for plug-in electric
vehicles (PEVs) are gaining particular interest from researchers.

UFC stations imply DC charging that is, the AC power delivered from the grid is
converted into DC by means of the off-board converter included in the charging station.
Compared to AC charging stations that require onboard vehicle converters, the DC allows
more power charging, up to 350 kW, and faster charging, a full charge in less than 15 min.
This technology, however, is brand new and there are still several challenges to meet.

Due to the large power requirement, a UFC station connected to medium voltage
networks allows reducing losses by about 75% compared to those due to a charger of the
same power rating connected to the low voltage grids [1,2]. The chargers can be installed as
single- or multiple stall units and include three-phase AC/DC rectification stages supplied
by a dedicated transformer.

With reference to the architecture, UFC stations can have a common AC or a common
DC bus. In an AC bus configuration, the transformer individually supplies the charging
columns, and each charging unit has its own rectification stage connected to the AC bus. In
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the DC bus configuration, the transformer supplies power to a low voltage rectifier, which
provides the DC power to the standalone sub-stations [2,3]. In addition, with reference
to the DC bus configuration, UFCs can have a unipolar or bipolar voltage bus, being in
both the cases the AC-DC stage common to all the PEVs [4]. As discussed in [5] ultrafast
methods aim at charging electric vehicles in a time comparable to that of gas refueling.
In [6] the setup of a charging station, having these capabilities is also discussed. Recently,
both electric vehicles and charger devices have been made commercially available.

With reference to the charging technique, common approaches are the constant current–
constant voltage (CC–CV) and the five-step charging pattern, both aimed at prolonging the
battery lifecycle. The former is based on a constant current charging process until a certain
voltage value is reached. After that, the battery is charged at a constant voltage rate. The
latter technique distributes the charging time into five steps each characterized by a different
constant current value with voltage increasing during the step. Pre-set limit voltage values
at each step determine the new charging current, that is the following step [4,7].

Regarding the control strategy of PEV charging stations, a number of studies have
been proposed in the technical literature. Comprehensive reviews of the proposed strate-
gies can be found in [8,9]. The review in [8] envisages the control strategies based on
three control levels of the aggregator. The Level-1 is referred to as the substation level,
the Level-2 is the feeder level, and Level-3 refers to the microgrid level aggregators. More
specifically, it proposes a review of the recent literature related to this multilevel control of
PEVs integrated with distributed generators in a microgrid system. A study of a global
controller to achieve coordination between multi-level aggregators is also proposed. The
review in [9] proposes a review of PEVs’ optimal charging and scheduling under dynamic
pricing schemes and discusses the two charging frameworks available in the smart grid
environment, i.e., centralized and decentralized. In the review it is inferred that the main
optimization methods employed in a dynamic pricing environment are aimed to achieve
objectives such as electricity cost minimization [10–12], peak load reduction [13], power
loss reduction and voltage regulation [14,15], distribution lines overloading minimiza-
tion [16], and the combination of multiple grid services [17]. In [18] a power flow analysis
is performed to study the impact of PEVs charging on network bus voltages. In [19] an
online procedure is proposed for scheduling the charging of electric vehicles aimed at
flattening solar “duck curves”, which includes a combination of a heuristic function and a
neural network.

All of the aforementioned studies tend to focus on the services to be provided to
the grid and/or on the impact the vehicles’ charging has on the grid [2,20]. On the other
hand, the vehicle’s charging speed is a crucial issue in the case of UFC which needs to be
maximized while considering technical constraints of the grid. The aim of this paper is to
propose a real-time scheduling of microgrids including UFC stations and renewable-based
distributed generation (DG) units. The proposed approach exploits a constrained optimal
power flow (OPF)-based method which performs a predictive load flow scheduling based
on a very short-time forecast of not-dispatchable loads and resources aimed at maximizing
the power for charging purposes (so minimizing the charging time of the vehicles). The
optimization is carried out by satisfying the technical constraints of the grids thanks to the
optimal management of the maximum power available for the UFC stations and controlling
the reactive power made available by the converter-interfaced resources (UFC stations and
DG units). It is worth noting that the proposed procedure does not consider frequency
control which could be an important issue in the case of island mode operating conditions
and high power requests from PEVs [21].

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

- an optimal power flow is proposed which includes ultrafast charging stations in terms
of active and reactive power provision;

- the optimal power flow takes into consideration actual models of PEVs’ charging strategies;
- renewable-based distributed generation units are coordinated with loads and charging

stations for the optimal balance of both active and reactive powers;
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- the proposed management approach is aimed at minimizing the charging time of the
vehicles, avoiding curtailment of the power available to the charging stations, and
preserving power quality and secure operation of the network;

- the real-time procedure allows repeated updating of the schedule of active and reactive
power of different resources based on the current conditions.

From a practical point of view, this paper provides a tool able to guarantee massive
penetration of PEVs with fast charging requirements through optimal integration of UFC
stations in distribution grids whose wide diffusion is expected in the next future. The
scientific contribution of the paper resides on the proposal of a novel methodological
approach which includes the formulation of a proper optimization problem. To the best
of the authors’ knowledge, none of the papers proposed in the current technical literature
has treated the problem of UFC stations in such a comprehensive way considering the
network requirements in terms of power quality issues, the vehicles’ requirement in terms
of charging speed, and the changing conditions of renewable generation availability and
load request.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the proposed
scheduling strategy; Section 3 shows the results of numerical applications; conclusions are
drawn in Section 4.

2. The Proposed Real-Time Scheduling Strategy

The proposed strategy refers to the real-time scheduling of microgrids in presence
of UFC stations and renewable-based DG units. Fast charging is typically referred to as
Level 3, which is characterized by charging equipment of 480 AC or 600 DC supplying
systems, with a maximum power up to 43.5 kW and 200 kW, respectively [5]. UFC methods
refer to even higher power supplied at DC supplying systems with voltage levels of
800 kV or higher and power of 350 kW or higher. Due to the reduced time of these fast-
charging architectures (about ten minutes), the real-time scheduling requires optimization
approaches performed with respect to controlled time intervals lower than those usually
adopted in the energy management [22].

The proposed approach exploits a constrained OPF-based method which performs
a predictive load flow scheduling based on very short-time forecast of not-dispatchable
loads and resources. The approach is aimed at controlling the power available for charging
purposes and the reactive power made available by the converter-interfaced resources
for grid support purposes. More specifically, the goal of the proposed strategy is the
minimization of the charging time of PEVs, the objective function being defined as the
sum of the powers provided to all the electric vehicles connected to the charging stations.
This function is maximized, so allowing a reduction in the charging time. Constraints are
imposed on the technical limitation of the charging devices and of the microgrid as well as
limitations related to the quality of service.

The UFC station is assumed to be directly connected to an MV microgrid through
an AC/DC power converter interface. UFC stations are made by several chargers, each
equipped with a DC/DC fast-charging device, according to the DC-coupled architecture.
This solution includes solid state transformer technology, whose recent improvements
allow enhanced power density and efficiency of the fast-charging infrastructures [5]. A
scheme of the considered configuration is shown in Figure 1, where n positions (i.e., single
stall units) for the PEVs’ chargers are considered. A local renewable-based generation and
a storage device can be also included in the infrastructure of the UFC station.

In particular, inputs of the procedure include offline and online information. The
offline inputs, which can be changed offline if modifications occur, are the line ampacities,
admissible bus voltage ranges, transformer rating, the capability curve of the DG units, and
the location and rating of the UFC stations connected to the microgrid. Online inputs are
those that must be updated at each time interval, they include: the forecast of the active and
reactive load demand and of the power produced by the DG units, as well as the number
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and location of the PEVs connected to the UFC stations, together with their required SoC at
departure and the initial SoC at the considered time interval.
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Figure 1. Scheme of the UFC station connected to an MV network.

The considered DG units are those typically included in modern electrical systems,
based on renewable energy sources, such as wind or solar energy, connected to the micro-
grid trough power converters able to control the reactive power.

The proposed strategy is performed at each time interval of the day with respect to
the inputs and outputs summarized in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Flow chart scheme of the proposed real-time scheduling strategy.

The proposed scheduling strategy is formulated according to a constrained minimiza-
tion problem aimed at allowing fast charging while satisfying the microgrid constraints.
Optimization variables are the active power requested by each PEV, the reactive power pro-
vided by the UFC stations and the DG units, and the magnitude and argument of voltage
at each busbar of the microgrid. In the following sub-sections, the objective function and
the equality and inequality constraints are presented in detail.
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2.1. Objective Function

The objective function to maximize is the power that the microgrid provides to the
UFC stations to charge PEVs, that is:

fobj,k =
ncs

∑
j=1

npev,j,k

∑
i=1

Ppev,i,j,k, (1)

where ncs is the number of the UFC stations connected to the microgrid, npev,j,k is the
number of PEVs connected at the jth charger at the time interval k, and Ppev,i,j,k is the
charging power of the ith PEV connected to the jth UFC station at the kth time interval.

2.2. Constraints on the Plug-In Vehicles’ Fleets

The constraints imposed on the charging powers of the PEVs depend on the limitations
imposed by both UFC stations and on-board batteries of the PEVs.

The active and reactive powers that UFC stations can request of the grid are then
subject to the following constraints:

npev,i,k

∑
i=1

Ppev,i,j,k ≤ Pn
cs,j (2)

√√√√(npev,j,k

∑
i=1

Ppev,i,j,k

)2

+ Q2
cs,j,k ≤ Sn

cs,j (3)

j = 1, . . . , ncs

where Pn
cs,j is the installed power of the jth UFC station, Qcs,j,k is the reactive power of

the jth UFC station at the time interval k, and Sn
cs,j is the nominal power of the AC/DC

converter of the jth UFC station.
By focusing on each charger, the charging power can exceed neither the charger rating

nor the power allowed by the connected on-board battery, that is:

Ppev,i,j,k ≤ min
{

Pn
pev,i,j, Pmax

SoC,i,j,k

}
(4)

i = 1, . . . , npev,j,k, j = 1, . . . , ncs

where Pn
pev,i,j is the power rating of the ith charger of the jth UFC station, and Pmax

SoC,i,j,k the
maximum charging power of the on-board battery connected to the ith charger of the jth
UFC station. Typical charging procedures of the batteries are based on two stages: the first
is performed at lower values of SoC (typically, SoC < 0.8) and refers to the charging stage
at constant current; the second, performed at higher SoC levels, refers to the charging stage
at constant voltage [23]. The power corresponding to these stages, Pmax

SoC,i,j,k, is then typically
approximated by:

Pmax
SoC,i,j,k =

{
Pn

SoC,i,j,k i f SoCi,j,k−1 < 0.8

Pn
pev,i,j e−λi,j(SoCi,j,k−1−0.8) i f SoCi,j,k−1 ≥ 0.8

(5)

i = 1, . . . , npev,j,k, j = 1, . . . , ncs

where Pn
SoC,i,j,k is the power rating of the onboard battery. The decay constant λi,j is defined

according to a control law which must fit a compromise between charge velocity and
battery lifetime preservation.
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In Equation (6) where the value of SoCi,j,k depends on the charging power provided to
the PEV during the charging stage, then it is given by:

SoCi,j,k = SoCi,j,k−1 +
1

En
pev,i,j

ηpev,jPpev,i,j,k∆t, (6)

i = 1, . . . , npev,j,k, j = 1, . . . , ncs

where En
pev,i,j is the on-board battery capacity of the PEV connected to the ith charger of

the jth UFC station, Ppev,i,j,k is the charging power of the ith charger of the jth UFC station
at the time interval k, ηpev,j is the efficiency of the chargers located at the jth UFC station,
and SoCi,j,k−1 = SoCi,j,0 when k is the interval corresponding to the arrival time of the
PEV, i.e., a specified input value of SoC, SoCi,j,0 is known at the beginning of the charging
stage of each PEV. When the SoC of each vehicle reaches the desired value at the departure
time, SoCdp,i,j:

SoCi,j,k = SoCdp,i,j. (7)

i = 1, . . . , npev,j,k, j = 1, . . . , ncs

The PEV’s battery connected to the ith charger of the jth UFC station is assumed fully
charged and the UFC station is available to receive another PEV.

2.3. Constraints on the Microgrid Buses

With reference to the whole microgrid, the constraints are those typically included
in the optimal power flow analyses. It is assumed that the microgrid is connected to the
upstream grid through a point of common coupling (PCC).

Equality constraints are imposed on the active and reactive power balance at all buses
of the network in terms of load flow equations:

Pi,k = Vi,k

n

∑
j=1

Vj,k

[
Gi,j cos

(
δi,k − δj,k

)
+ Bi,jsin

(
δi,k − δj,k

)]
(8)

Qi,k = Vi,k

n

∑
j=1

Vj,k

[
Gi,j sin

(
δi,k − δj,k

)
− Bi,jcos

(
δi,k − δj,k

)]
(9)

i = 1, . . . , n

where, with reference to the time interval k, Pi,k( Qi,k) is the active (reactive) power injected
into the bus i, Vi,k (δi,k) and Vj,k (δj,k) are the magnitudes (arguments) of the voltage at the
buses i and j, respectively, Gi,j and Bi,j are the real and imaginary parts of the network
admittance matrix, and n is the number of network buses. The bus #1 of the network is
assumed to be the slack bus, thus further equality constraints are imposed on the magnitude
and argument of the bus voltage at the generic time interval k:

V1,k = Vsp
1 (10)

δ1,k = 0 (11)

.
The injected active and reactive power at the left side of the load flow of Equations

(8) and (9), (Pi,k and Qi,k), can include specified values related to load active and reactive
powers and active power provided by renewable energy sources, all derived from short-
term forecast. The optimization variables regarding the active power of PEVs’ chargers and
the reactive power provided by both UFC stations and DG units are also included.

The inequality constraints refer to the bus voltage, which cannot exceed an admissible
range, and to the line currents, which cannot exceed the lines’ ampacities:

Vsp
min ≤ Vi,k ≤ Vsp

max (12)
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i = 1, . . . , n

Il,k ≤ Irtd
l (13)

l ∈ Ωl

where Vsp
min (Vsp

max) is the minimum (maximum) voltage magnitude allowed at all buses of
the microgrid, Il,k is the line current flowing through the line l, Irtd

l is its ampacity, and Ωl
is the set of the lines of the microgrid. Note that the voltages at buses different from the
slack bus are implemented in the optimal power flow approach as optimization variables.
Trivial relationships can also be derived to express the line currents as a function of the bus
voltages and then, of the optimization variables.

An inequality constraint is imposed on the power flowing through the transformers of
the microgrid, which cannot exceed their rated power:√

P2
i,k + Q2

i,k ≤ Srtd
tr,i (14)

i ∈ ΩTR

where ΩTR is the set of transformers included in the microgrid, and Srtd
tr,i is the rated power

of the ith transformer.
A further inequality constraint applies to the apparent power provided by the renew-

able DG units which cannot exceed the rating of the power converter interface:√
P2

i,k + Q2
i,k ≤ Srtd

DG (15)

i ∈ ΩDG

where ΩDG is the set of buses where the DG units are connected. In Equation (15), the active
power injected into the bus is assumed to be a specified value derived by a short-term
forecast; the reactive power is assumed as an optimization variable.

To provide an external service to the upstream network, the UFC stations and the DG
systems can be used to provide reactive power support to limit the power factor at the PCC,
such that:

cos
(

tan−1
(

QPCC,k

PPCC,k

))
≤ cosϕmax (16)

where QPCC,k and PPCC,k are the reactive and active power imported from the upstream
network at the PCC.

3. Numerical Simulations

In this Section some results of the application of the proposed real-time procedure
are reported with respect to the microgrid schematized in Figure 3, which refers to the
12.47 kV, three-phase, balanced Cigrè benchmark system [24]. It includes two feeders with
15 buses; the two feeders are connected to the upstream network through two 115/12.47
kV transformers of 50 and 20 MVA. Note that, to accommodate a larger load demand,
the size of the first transformer has been modified with respect to that of the original
benchmark system.

The data of the loads are reported in Table 1. The loads are assumed to vary during
the day according to a typical profile [24] as that shown in Figure 4 which refers to the load
connected at bus #6. Two photovoltaic (PV) units are connected to the buses #9 and #15,
each of 0.5 MW rated power. Figure 5 shows a typical daily profile of the PV connected
at bus #9 [25]. Four charging stations are considered connected to the buses #4, #7, #12,
and #15. Each UFC station is equipped with four 350 kW-DC/DC extra fast chargers and
connected to the microgrid through an AC/DC power converter having a rated power of
1.4 MW. It is assumed, that these converters can be controlled to provide the regulation of
the reactive power. The overall efficiency of the charging station is 97% [22].
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Table 1. Load Input data.

Bus Number Rated Power (MVA) cos ϕ Bus # Rated Power (MVA) cos ϕ

2
13.8 0.93 8 0.30 0.95

9.16 0.87
9

0.25 0.90

3
0.35 0.95 0.20 0.90

0.80 0.85 10 0.35 0.95

4
0.25 0.90 11 0.50 0.90

0.24 0.80
12

0.10 0.95

5 0.40 0.90 0.45 0.85

6
0.20 0.95

13
3.20 0.90

0.30 0.85 3.78 0.87

7 0.15 0.95 14 0.68 0.85

8 0.10 0.95 15 0.27 0.90
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Figure 5. Daily profile of the PV unit located at bus #9.

The proposed approach has been applied, assumed to be at 11.00 a.m., which corre-
sponds to a time of the day with critical peak load demand (see Figure 4) and considering
a time interval duration (∆t) of one minute. Starting from 11.00 a.m., the arrival of some
PEVs has been simulated with 0.2 SoC and requiring 0.9 SoC at the departure. For each
vehicle, it is assumed that the arrival time occurs within five minutes from the departure
time of the vehicle previously connected to the charger. It is also assumed that it randomly
varies according to a uniform distribution. Note that at the beginning of the simulation all
chargers are assumed to have no connected vehicles.

During the period of the simulation, the PV power production and load requests
are assumed to vary according to a uniform distribution in a range of ±2% around the
corresponding hourly mean value. As an example, Figure 6 reports the power profile of the
load at bus #6 related to the considered time.

The battery on board of each plugged-in vehicle has a capacity of 100 kWh, which is a
typical size of the battery that can support ultra-fast charging [26]. According to constraints
(5), the upper limit of the charging power for this typology of battery depends on the SoC.
In this application, the assumed power limit is reported in Figure 7 for different SoC values,
this limit being identified according to the requirements of the battery connected to the UFC
station in terms of SoC dependence, charging time, and battery lifetime preservation [23].
With reference to a 100 kWh battery with a SoC of 20% at the arrival, about 20 min are
required to reach 90% of SoC; if a value of 80% of SoC is desired at the departure, then
about 10 min are needed.
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Figure 6. Profile of the load at bus #6 during the simulation period.
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Next, the results of the application of the proposed approach are reported and com-
pared to those related to the uncontrolled case, which refers to the operation of the microgrid
under study with the PEVs charged with the maximum power allowed, according to the
curve in Figure 7. Thus, three case studies are considered:

- case (0): uncontrolled PEVs’ charge;
- case (1): controlled PEVs’ charge;
- case (2): controlled PEVs’ charge with reactive power control at the PCC.

The selection of the last two case studies allows evaluation of the impact of the reactive
power support of the UFC stations on the fast-charging performances, being the constraint
(16) related to the reduction of the power factor at the PCC of the microgrid. In case (2), a
maximum power factor of 0.9 is imposed. The results reported in this Section refer to a
simulation lasting 36 min. This period has been chosen to allow the simulation of complete
charge of a specific number of vehicles that, for comparative purposes, have to be the same
in each of the considered case studies.

In Table 2 the arrival time of the PEVs to the chargers of each charging stations
are reported.

The results in terms of charging time of each vehicle connected to each charging station
are reported in Table 3, together with the arrival time. Note that only the vehicle whose
charging ends within the simulation period is reported. As expected, Table 3 shows that the
uncontrolled case would allow all PEVs to be charged with a minimum time (20.31 min).
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It is important to remark that this charging time corresponds to a desired SoC value of
0.9, whereas the SoC of 0.8 is reached in about ten minutes. This is consistent with the
definition of UFC [27].

Table 2. Arrival time of the PEVs.

Charging Station Arrival Time Arrival Time
(hh:Min) (hh:Min)

CS1

Pos. 1 11:03 11:29
Pos. 2 11:03 11:29
Pos. 3 11:05 11:31
Pos. 4 11:04 11:30

CS2

Pos. 1 11:03 11:29
Pos. 2 11:00 11:26
Pos. 3 11:02 11:28
Pos. 4 11:02 11:28

CS3

Pos. 1 11:03 11:29
Pos. 2 11:00 11:26
Pos. 3 11:03 11:29
Pos. 4 11:02 11:28

CS4

Pos. 1 11:00 11:26
Pos. 2 11:00 11:26
Pos. 3 11:02 11:28
Pos. 4 11:02 11:28

Table 3. Charging time of the PEVs.

Charging Station Arrival Time
(hh:Min)

Charging Time [Min]

Uncontrolled
Case (0)

Controlled
Case (1)

Controlled
Case (2)

CS1

Pos. 1 11:03 20.31 20.32 20.31
Pos. 2 11:03 20.31 20.32 20.31
Pos. 3 11:05 20.31 20.81 24.88
Pos. 4 11:04 20.31 20.32 20.31

CS2

Pos. 1 11:03 20.31 20.31 22.29
Pos. 2 11:00 20.31 20.31 21.43
Pos. 3 11:02 20.31 20.31 21.29
Pos. 4 11:02 20.31 20.31 21.29

CS3

Pos. 1 11:03 20.31 20.67 21.71
Pos. 2 11:00 20.31 20.54 21.49
Pos. 3 11:03 20.31 20.67 21.71
Pos. 4 11:02 20.31 20.54 21.25

CS4

Pos. 1 11:00 20.31 20.31 21.17
Pos. 2 11:00 20.31 20.31 21.17
Pos. 3 11:02 20.31 20.31 21.17
Pos. 4 11:02 20.31 20.31 21.17

As a measure of the impact of the proposed approach, it is important to compare the
overall charging time of the PEVs that during the simulation period reach a SoC of 0.9.
In case (0) (uncontrolled), the overall charging time is 324.96 min, its value in case (1) is
326.66 min and it is 336.82 min in case (2), all referring to the same number of fully charged
PEVs (16). These results clearly show that, thanks to the control of the active and reactive
powers of the UFC stations and of the reactive power of the PV systems, the proposed
approach allows satisfaction of the technical constraints on the network with only a slight
delay on the charging time (326.66 min in case (1) instead of 324.96 min in the uncontrolled
case). This delay increases in case of larger support requested of the reactive power from
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the UFC station. Moreover, further simulations were performed by considering the PEVs
fully charged at 0.8 SoC, which showed even lower differences between the charging times
observed in the controlled and uncontrolled cases. With reference to the UFC station located
at bus #15, no differences appear among the charging times of case (0) and case (1). This is
due to the proximity of the PV system to the UFC station. This condition has no effect in
case (2) due to the stringent constraints on the power factor at the PCC.

Regarding the microgrid technical constraints, it is worth noting that the uncontrolled
case implies unfeasible grid operation in terms of allowable bus voltage. As an example, in
Figure 8a the bus voltage profile at 11.02 a.m. is reported, in which the voltage reaches its
minimum value; in the figure, the voltage profiles corresponding to the three case studies
are shown. In Figure 8b the bus voltage values at each time interval are shown. For the
sake of clarity, only the results corresponding to case (0) and case (1) are reported.
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Figure 8. Voltage profile corresponding to the three case studies (hour 11:02) (a); bus voltage values
at all time intervals corresponding to case (0) and case (1) (b).

As clearly depicted in Figure 8, the minimum admissible voltage level is exceeded
in the case of uncontrolled case (case (0)). In case (1), the control of the PEVs’ charging
power and the support of reactive power from the DG units and UFC stations, allows the
obtaining of a voltage profile which satisfies the admissible limits. Obviously, this implies
a reduction of the charging power of some of the PEVs, so resulting in a slight increment
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of the charging time. In case (2), the constraint imposed on the power factor at the PCC
implies an increased reactive power provision from the UFC stations and DG units. This
results in a higher voltage profile and a reduced active power available for PEVs’ charging,
so leading to an increased value of the charging time.

The power profile of the UFC station at bus #12 (UFCS3) is reported in Figure 9 with
respect to the three case studies.
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Figure 9. Power profile of the UFC station at bus #12 (UFCS3) in the three case studies.

Compared to the ideal case (case (0)), the reduction of the power absorbed from the
microgrid in the cases (1) and (2) clearly appears. In case (2), the reduction of the absorbed
power is greater than that in case (1). In agreement with the results of Table 3, the longer
charging time of case (2) is more apparent and can be well appreciated in Figure 9, and the
smaller difference in the charging times of cases (0) and (1) is also clear.

In Figure 10 the powers absorbed by all PEVs plugged-in at the UFCS3 during the
considered period are reported with respect to the three case studies. The corresponding
SoC profiles are reported in Figure 11. By comparing the profiles of case (1) and (2) with
those of case (0), in Figures 10 and 11, the ability of the proposed approach to properly
manage the power of the vehicles to meet the vehicle constraints is evident.
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Figure 10. Power profile of the PEVs plugged-in the UFC station at bus #12 (UFCS3) in the three
case studies.
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Figure 11. SoC profile of the PEVs plugged-in the UFC station at bus #12 (UFCS3) in the three
case studies.

Compared to case (1), the increased power reduction in case (2) depends on the in-
creased reactive power support requested from the UFC stations. In Figure 12, the reactive
power provided by the UFCS3 is reported with respect to case (1) and case (2) (obviously,
there is no reactive support from the UFC stations in the uncontrolled case).
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Figure 12. Reactive power profile of the UFCS3 located at bus #12 in the three case studies.

Figure 13 reports the reactive power provided by the PV system connected to the bus #
15. In this case, the increased contribution of reactive power to satisfy the constraint on the
power factor (0.9) imposed at the PCC is also apparent. The results in terms of the power
factor during the considered power profile is reported in Figure 14, in the cases (1) and (2),
where the satisfaction of the minimum power factor is clearly apparent.

Further simulations were performed in which the initial SoC of the vehicles is assumed
to vary according to a uniform distribution in the range (20%, 70%). In addition, to consider
different operating conditions, two scenarios have been analyzed which refer to the arrival
time of each vehicle supposed to uniformly vary within 5 (Scenario A) and 10 (Scenario B)
minutes. The results are reported in Table 4. For comparative purposes, the same number
of vehicles have been supposed for the scenarios A and B, each having the same state of
charge at the arrival identified through the aforementioned uniform distribution.
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Table 4. Charging time of the PEVs for different arrival time scenarios.

Charging Time of PEVs
(Min)

Uncontrolled Controlled Controlled
Case (0) Case (1) Case (2)

Scenario A 267.05 267.84 273.57
Scenario B 267.05 267.06 270.52

The results reported in Table 4 clearly show that in the case of weak charging demand
(Scenario B) the proposed approach appears effective, even if the difference with the
uncontrolled case is clearly smaller. The lower values of the results compared to those
reported above are due to the different values of the charging time which depend on the
state of charge at the arrival time (in the original case studies vehicles are all supposed
to arrive at 20% SoC). Moreover, it can be noted that, when more vehicles are charging
contemporaneously (i.e., in the case of Scenario A), longer time is required to charge the
vehicles compared to the case of Scenario B. This is due to the need to satisfy the microgrid
technical constraints in more critical operating conditions (i.e., higher load demand). In
case (2) even longer charging time is required compared to the other cases due to the even
more stringent constraints assumed in this case study.
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4. Conclusions

In this paper a methodology is discussed which allows managing the ultra-fast charge
of fleets of plug-in electric vehicles in microgrids. The proposed methodology makes
it possible to meet the desired reduction of charging time with the impact of ultra-fast
charging infrastructure in the distribution networks. The increased performances of ultra-
fast infrastructures, indeed, make even more complex the management of power supply at
distribution level with particular emphasis to the effects produced on the bus voltages and
line currents. The proposed approach uses the ability of the ultra-fast charging equipment
to control the active charging power and the reactive power exchanged with the grid. In
more detail, by controlling active and reactive powers of the converter interface used to
connect the charging station to the microgrid, it is demonstrated that it is possible to get
both the expected reduced charging time and the microgrids’ operational constraints. Even
in the case of large penetration of ultra-fast charging infrastructures, this can be achieved
by optimally coordinating in real-time the microgrid resources with a negligible increase of
charging time. The results of the numerical applications also demonstrate that the effect
of charging time can be slightly increased when an increased support in terms of reactive
power is requested of the microgrids’ resources. To consider also the economic aspects
related to the use of ultrafast charging stations, future works will focus on the optimal
planning of the charging stations controlled through the approach proposed in this paper.
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Nomenclature

DG distributed generation
En

pev,i,j on-board battery capacity of the PEV connected to the ith charger of the jth charging station
OPF optimal power flow
Ppev,i,j,k charging power of the ith charger of the jth charging station at the time interval k
Pn

pev,i,j power rating of the ith charger of the jth charging station

Pmax
SoC,i,j,k

the maximum charging power of the on-board battery connected to the ith charger of
the jth charging station at the time interval k

Pn
SoC,i,j,k power rating of the onboard battery

PCC point of common coupling
PEV plug-in electric vehicles
PV photovoltaic
SoC state of charge
SoCdp,i,j desired value of the battery SoC of the ith PEV connected to the jth charging station

SoCi,j,k−1
value of the battery SoC of the ith PEV connected to the jth charging station at the
beginning of the kth time interval

SoCi,j,0 specified input value of SoC at the beginning of the charging stage of each PEV
UFC ultra-fast charging
npev,j,k number of PEVs connected at the jth charger at the time interval k
ncs number of charging stations connected to the microgrid
ηpev,j efficiency of the chargers located at the jth charging station
λi,j decay constant
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